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Eastleigh Borough Council Speed Limit Reminder services 

A Speed Limit Reminder (SLR) is currently on Winchester Road, up by the new Crowdhill development but this is not the smiley/angry face unit (Speed Indicator Device 

(SID)).  The SLR just flashes the speed limit but the SID, apart from the smiley/angry face collects data; number of vehicles, average speed, maximum speed, percentage 

of vehicles over the speed limit.  It catches every vehicle so you can see exactly how many vehicles passed by at a certain time of day/night and their speed.  

The SID has just been deployed in Burnetts Lane (see data below) which is extensive data  - this was deployed for northbound traffic. 

If you the Parish Council would like the SID deployed on Winchester Road, or anywhere for that matter, EBC can certainly accommodate this, as long as a suitable lamp 

column is in situ. EBC would charge £75 per deployment and once they had the go ahead would just need to get approval from HCC and permission to use the lamp 

column from SSE. 

The other option is to purchase our own device.  Getting EBC to deploy for the Parish would be much more cost effective, as not only would the Parish not have the 

initial expense of the unit but we would also need operatives who are  ladder and highway trained to do this.  EBC have staff that are all already fully trained and 

insured. 

EBC have just taken delivery of a second SID so should be able to accommodate any deployments the Parish requests. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BURNETTS LANE DATE                                        

Report Generated: 03/02/2020 13:32            
Speed Intervals 5 MPH              
Time Intervals 5              
Traffic Report From 02/17/2020 11:00:00 through 03/02/2020 13:59:59      
Max Speed 70 MPH on 02/17/2020 11:35:00        
Total Vehicles 12892              
AADT: 912              

Volumes -               
 

weekly counts               
 

  Time 5 Day 7 Day         
 

Average Daily   927 869          
AM Peak 07:00 111 84          
PM Peak 05:00 84 70          

Speed               
 

Speed Limit: 30              
Average Speed: 26.73              
  Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

 

Count over limit 680 565 450 674 652 529 454  
% over limit 31.6 27.2 31.5 31.8 29.5 33.0 35.0  
Avg Speeder 34.4 34.3 34.3 34.1 34.3 34.6 34.4   



 


